Nix Tips Fail To Turn Up Elusive Suspect

BY WES PENDLETON

Two reports placing Kinney McNicoll Nix Jr., a new suspect in the murder of beauty queen, were reported by Oklahoma City police during the past week. McNicoll Nix Jr. was wanted in connection with the murder of Virginia Collins, a beauty queen who was last seen alive on June 15th.

The first report was made by an unknown person who said they saw McNicoll Nix Jr. at a local bar on June 17th. However, further investigation revealed that the witness was unreliable and the information was discarded.

The second report was made by a friend of McNicoll Nix Jr. who said they saw him at a local hotel on June 18th. Again, further investigation revealed that the information was unreliable and the witness was not trustworthy.

Despite these reports, Oklahoma City police are still searching for McNicoll Nix Jr. and urge anyone with information to come forward. The investigation is ongoing and no suspects have been arrested at this time.

Offense Slackening

CONFIRE HITS 10 ALLIED BASES

Nixon Orders Report

Ike Satisfactory After Operation

Nixon Orders Report

Shooting Scene

A 22-caliber gun, a makeup kit, and a woman's purse lie in a pool of blood in the bathroom of an Oklahoma City home. The shooting occurred last Saturday night, when a woman discovered her estranged husband had broken into the house and shot her with a 권战术 as he tried to flee.

By Leroy GRAFFITI

GRAFFITI IS A LAUGHING MATTER

Stoped By Police, Woman Shoots Self

A woman named Dorothy Smith was shot and killed by Oklahoma City police officers on Saturday night. She had been involved in a domestic dispute with her estranged husband and was found dead with multiple gunshot wounds. The investigation is ongoing and no suspects have been arrested at this time.

Nixon Opens Europe Tour

The President's arrival brought a boost of confidence to the American people as he arrived in Europe on Friday. Nixon, accompanied by his wife Pat, arrived at the airport in Washington, D.C., and was greeted by a crowd of cheering supporters.

Nixon's visit is expected to strengthen the relationship between the United States and its European allies. The president is scheduled to meet with leaders from several countries, including France, Germany, and the United Kingdom.
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Capsule Of News

Astronauts Work Sunday

Capcom, Monday - The first Earth-bound crew man to go into space, John Glenn, will work on the spacecraft Sunday. Glenn, a former U.S. Marine, will be the second American to travel in space after Alan Shepard. The mission is expected to last for about two days.

O'Neill's Final Appeal

Senator Patrick O'Neill's final appeal to the Senate for funding for a space station will be made next week. O'Neill has been an advocate for the project for years, but funding has been difficult to come by. The space station would provide a base for research and could also be used for extended missions to the moon.

Unemployment Warning

The unemployment rate is expected to rise in the coming year, according to economic forecasts. The rising cost of living and a slowdown in the economy are expected to contribute to the increase in unemployment.

HHH On Urban Life

HHH, a well-known urban planner, will be speaking at the conference on the future of cities. HHH believes that cities must adapt to the changing needs of their residents and must work to become more sustainable.

Pueblo Crownmen Called

The Pueblo Crownmen, a group of local leaders, will be meeting to discuss plans for the upcoming festival. The festival is a major event for the city and is expected to attract thousands of visitors.

 Everybody Solos In Fun Concert

The concert will feature a variety of local soloists, including singers, musicians, and dancers. The event is free and open to the public.

Antony Ordered In Baby's Death

Antony, a suspect in the murder of a baby, has been ordered to stand trial. The case has generated a great deal of public interest and has been the subject of much debate.

Nixon

Glad From Long Ago

The former president was pleased to hear the good news.

Viet

Scene From Past

The city was different in those days.

English Girl

May Testify In Murder Case

The witness may provide crucial evidence in the trial.

Ike

Sun Expected In Afternoon

The weather is expected to improve later in the day.

Dairy Foods

PEACHES

FRESH EGGS

SWISS CHEESE

KRAFT VELVEETA

SMOKEY BOY BACON

GRANADA DESSERT DISH

FREE APPLIES

MAC & CHEESE BONUS BUY

BONUS BUY

GREEN BEANS

FREE APPLIES BONUS BUY

FREE APPLIES BONUS BUY
Journal Entries...

Parents To Worry
At Public Clinic
Thursday Evening

Helen Help Us!

"Hopped-Up" Servicemen
Bringing 'Pot' Habit Home

On New Ideas, Old Traditions...

Clubs, Officers Keep Informed

In Oklahoma City, call
235-6767
and we'll have a
great room waiting
for you at any Sheraton
in the world.
Deposed King Saud of Saudi Arabia Dies

OU Invades Kansas; OCU In Action

TREVINO TOPS TUCSON
Barber Takes Second Place

Blazers Riddled; Atkinson Called

Yarbrough Snares 500
Bombers, Titans Eye Playoff Berths

Mid-State Spices Rankings

Three-Way Fight Ahead For Valley Jim Murray

New York Broncos, OCC Stampede Bruins, S-O Mix Thursday

Dukes Whirl Past DePaul

Grid Strike Simpler

Club Owners Due Blame?

College Standings

Oaklawn Entries

Auerbach Talks ... And Everyone Listens

Year Of 'Despites For Pete's Tigers

Top Twenty Clubs Ramble

TIRE SALE

The New Riverside GLASBELT Low $17

Sports Car Nylon Tire 20 % off

LIFETIME SUPREME Reg. Exchange 32.95

Plastic Seat Covers 19

Reg. 22.99
Israeli Basketball: Time Outs Are Used For War

Kuhn Cuts Vacation Trip Short

Former Pokes Win

BC Runs By Detroit

How's Your Nose For News?

45 minutes on Long Distance.

What happens when his boss sees the bill?

Television Today

Parent-Teen Panel Scheduled Tonight

ENGINEERS WILL HEAR

Dr. Kessler

UNCORK EXTRA CASH WITH

The Oklahoma Journal

CLASSIFIED ADS

It's easy to get extra cash when you advertise Classified Ads in The Oklahoma Journal. For the price of a few dollars, you can advertise with the Journal, which is read by more than 250,000 in the Oklahoma City area. Give us a call today to learn more. 232-3322.